
THE FOUNDERS AND 
SHAREHOLDERS OF OKNYGAARD  
HAVE SOLD THE COMPANY 
TO IDVERDE. WITH THIS 
TRANSACTION, DENMARK’S 
LARGEST PRIVATELY OWNED 
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE AND 
LANDSCAPING COMPANY WILL 
JOIN FORCES WITH ITS LARGEST 
EUROPEAN PEER.

 
With more than 30 years of experience 
OKNygaard is a leading Danish provider 
of services within grounds maintenance 
and landscaping. The present entity was 
established in 2013, as a merger of two 
well-established regional landscaping 

companies; Bent Nygaard Anlæg and OK 
Grøn Anlæg. 

Since then, OKNygaard has effectively 
executed an ambitious growth strategy 
and has grown into a leading nationwide 
company, serving more than 90% of the 
Danish municipalities. Other customers 
include private and public companies, 
housing associations, institutions and 
organisations, either with local or 
nationwide presence. 

OKNygaard has approx. 550 employees, 
operating from 11 different locations 
strategically situated across Jutland, 
Zealand and Funen. In 2019, OKNygaard 
reported a turnover of EUR 80 million.

idverde is Europe’s largest provider of 
grounds maintenance and landscape 
construction services, with an annual 
turnover of EUR c. 700 million and 
7,000 employees. The group operates 
throughout France, UK, Netherlands and 
Denmark and is owned by management 
alongside Core Equity Holdings, a 
Belgium-based private equity firm.

The transaction constitutes a strategic 
milestone for idverde in its quest to be 
strongly positioned in Denmark.

Deal team 
Oaklins was engaged by the owners of 
OKNygaard as strategic and financial 
advisor in this transaction.

“Being a founder 30 years ago, I never imagined we could create a sizeable company like OKNygaard. 
The sale to idverde is a win-win situation, giving us a unique opportunity to accelerate our growth 

journey as part of Europe’s leading landscaping company, while strengthening idverde’s presence in 
Denmark significantly. Oaklins’ seamless execution throughout the process was absolutely essential 

for the outcome.”

OLE KJÆRGAARD, CEO & OWNER – OKNYGGARD
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Oaklins is the world’s most experienced mid-market M&A advisor, with over 850 
professionals globally and dedicated industry teams in more than 45 countries 

worldwide. We have closed over 1,500 transactions in the past five years.
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“Our culture and hands-on 
operational approach was a 
good match with Oaklins, as 
they are pragmatic and down 
to earth. We appreciated their 

attention to detail and the 
way the process was managed, 
which prepared us well every 

step of the way.”

HOLGER HANSEN,  
CFO & OWNER
 – OKNYGAARD

Deep local roots, global commitment
Our extensive record of both domestic and cross-border M&A deals in the mid-market stretches over many critical 
industries. Whether you want to acquire or sell a business, our collaborative approach can help bridge your ambitions 
with world-class opportunities.


